We present results illustrating the effects of using explicit summation terms for the r −6 dispersion term on the interfacial properties of a Lennard-Jones fluid and SPC/E water. For the Lennard-Jones fluid, we find that the use of long-range summations, even with a short "crossover radius," yields results that are consistent with simulations using large cutoff radii. Simulations of SPC/E water demonstrate that the long-range dispersion forces are of secondary importance to the Coulombic forces. In both cases, we find that the ratio of box size L to crossover radius r k c plays an important role in determining the magnitude of the long-range dispersion correction, although its effect is secondary when Coulombic interactions are also present.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental problems in molecular simulations is how to sum efficiently the pairwise interaction potential u(r) that forms the basis for calculation of nonbonded interactions. If the potential satisfies |u(r)| < Ar −m for m > 3, then the sum is guaranteed to be absolutely convergent; otherwise, it is at best conditionally convergent. Even in cases where the sum is absolutely convergent, however, explicit calculation of all the pairwise interactions, an O(N 2 ) operation per time step, quickly becomes computationally unfeasible for molecular dynamics simulations. Circumventing this difficulty usually involves one of two routes. In the first, a cutoff r c is introduced, outside of which interactions are neglected explicitly during the simulation. Long-range contributions to chemical potential, surface tension, and other thermodynamic properties are calculated by integrating from the cutoff radius r c to infinity, assuming the radial distribution function g(r) equal to unity. Certain cases, however, require large cutoff radii, which leads to computational inefficiency because of the large number of pairs needed to calculate the total pairwise sum.
An alternative method involves transformation of the pairwise interactions beyond some "crossover" distance (which we designate as r k c ) into a more readily-solved problem. Although truncation of the pairwise potential is more computationally efficient, and has in fact been used in parametrization of the SPC/E, 1 TIP3P, 2 and TIP4P 2 models of water, excluding interactions from consideration in the simulation can introduce significant errors in the values of thermodynamic properties obtained from a simulation. In such cases one generally relies on Ewald summations, a technique which replaces the long-range calculations by a sum of replicas of the central box. We consider the effects of including explicit summation of long-range dispersion forces. These long-range forces are normally neglected in one-phase systems, but become of importance in multiphase systems or when studying interface phenomena. Following earlier work by Williams 3 and Perram and co-workers, 4 Karasawa and Goddard used long-range summations of dispersion forces to derive thermodynamic properties of argon and of NaCl crystals. 5 More recently, several other investigations into the use of long-range summation of dispersion forces have been reported. OuYang et al. have used long-range summation to study the phase equilibrium of Lennard-Jones fluids. 6 López-Lemus and co-workers have used Ewald summation to study the density of n-alkanes. 7 Shi et al. have extended the particle-particle particle-mesh (PPPM) implementation of Hockney and Eastwood 8 to include Ewald sums for the dispersion term, and used it to study the phase envelope of water; 9 Essmann and co-workers have created a similar mesh-based formulation for Ewald summations.
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Greater emphasis has been placed on how to use longrange corrections, as applied to, for example, constantpressure 11 and inhomogeneous 12 simulations. Deserno and Holm considered the effects of various parameters involved in performing the Ewald summation on its accuracy for several mesh implementations, 13,14 while Pollock and Glosli have evaluated the efficiency of both traditional Ewald summations and mesh implementations.
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In this paper, we present results on the use of Ewald summations to handle the r −6 dispersion term. We first illustrate the effect of incorporating the long-range sum by studying a model Lennard-Jones fluid; we report the liquid-vapor coexistence data, as well as the surface tension. Next, we demonstrate the effects of long-range summation of the dispersion term in ionic systems by simulating SPC/E water. In both cases, we compare the Ewald simulation results to results of simulations with truncated Lennard-Jones potentials. We also examine the role long-range corrections of the surface tension plays in both types of simulations.
In Section II, we briefly outline the equations that must be implemented to evaluate the Ewald sum for potentials of the form f (r) ∼ Ar −6 . We then demonstrate its application to a Lennard-Jones fluid and to water, which has both Coulombic and dispersion Ewald sums, in Sections III and IV. We consider issues related to the performance of the various algorithms for performing long-range summations in Section V. Finally, we offer our conclusions in Section VI.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE EWALD DISPERSION SUM
Incorporation of long-range summation of LJ potentials,
requires treatment of the second, attractive term; the repulsive r −12 term can be neglected, particularly as r becomes large. We now briefly summarize the equations governing long-range summation of the attractive r −6 or dispersion portion of the Lennard-Jones potential. Note that the following also applies to any other potential with attractive r −6 contributions, such as a Buckingham exp-6 potential, provided that excluded volume interactions fall off fast enough.
Karasawa and Goddard 5 derive expressions for the dispersion part of energy, force, and stress using Ewald summations. For the energy they find
where V represents the volume of the simulation cell, h the reciprocal lattice vector, h = |h|, a = |r i −r j −R L |/η, and b = hη/2. The first contribution to the energy sums over lattices L and particles i and j. The parameter R L represents the lattice translation vector. The parameter η represents the range of interactions handled in reciprocal space; for a given value of r, the larger the value of η, the more interactions that are included in reciprocal space. We define the quantity r k c as the "crossover" which represents the maximum distance for which interactions are summed using the first term in Eq. 2. Note that r k c in combination with the number of reciprocal lattice vectors n k vec determine the numerical accuracy with which the lattice-sum Hamiltonian is evaluated. Using a finite n k vec in combination with a finite r k c results in an approximate solution for the lattice sum. Conversely, the solution is exact when either one is infinite. The excluded volume uses the same cutoff as the crossover radius, so no additional cutoff for the r −12 term is needed. The structure factor S 6 (h), a complex number, is defined as
assuming geometric mixing of dispersion constants 
k . This redefines the structure factor product as
with
Note that symmetry requires the calculation of only four out of the seven structure factors products in Equation 5 . The force on atom k is given by
The instantaneous stress is given by
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Lennard-Jones fluid
All molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the LAMMPS simulation package 18 with added Ewald dispersion summations. All Lennard-Jones parameters can be expressed in terms of the distance σ ij = σ, the root of the Lennard-Jones potential (1); ij , the well-depth of the potential; and the time, τ = σ(m/ ) 1/2 , where m is the mass of the atom. Initial configurations were created by randomly placing either N particles = 4000 or 16000 particles in simulation boxes with respective geometries of L x = L y = L = 11.01σ or 22.02σ, and L z = L ⊥ = 44.04σ. Avoidance of system size effects due to large cutoffs motivated the choice of using system sizes of either 4000 or 16000 particles.
Thus created, configurations were equilibrated for 500τ at T * = k B T / = 0.7 with ∆t = 0.005τ , using threedimensional periodic boundary conditions. Once equilibrated, liquid-vapor interfaces were created by changing the size of the box in the z-direction to L ⊥ = 176.16σ without displacing the particles. Once strained, the system was equilibrated for 500τ at T * = 0.7. Subsequent higher temperatures used this state as initial configuration. To reach the desired temperature, the system was slowly heated over a period of 500τ ; the system was then allowed to equilibrate at the final temperature for 250τ . Figure 1 shows a typical snapshot of a 16000 atom system.
Once at the desired temperature, total system pressure tensors and z-directional density profiles were measured every 5τ for 1250 to 5000τ . All simulations used a Nosé-Hoover thermostat with relaxation time 10 τ . Studied temperatures were T * ∈ {0.70, 0.85, 1.10, 1.20}. Values for η follow from the choice of precision through η = (1.35 − 0.15 ln P )/r k c , where P is the precision.
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Ewald dispersion summations used a precision of 0.05. Changing precisions to 0.01 did not change the results. For a given system size, the number of k-vectors employed in each simulation decreases with increasing r k c ; the Lennard-Jones simulations described here use between 320 and 1404 k-vectors.
B. SPC/E water
The dominant contribution to the surface tension of water is from the electrostatic interactions, which are much stronger than the Lennard-Jones interactions. However, the traditional Ewald method or the PPPM technique of Hockney and Eastwood 8 is generally used for the long-range electrostatics only. Long-range corrections are applied to the surface tension 19, 20 and other system properties 21 to account for the effects of truncating the Lennard-Jones potential.
The SPC/E water model 1 was used for all simulations described below, as we found in a previous study 22 that the SPC/E model showed acceptable agreement with experimental data while avoiding the computational expense associated with four-point water models. The SHAKE technique 23 was used to constrain the bond lengths and bond angles. The equations of motion were integrated using the Verlet algorithm; a Nosé-Hoover thermostat with a relaxation time of 500 fs was used to control the temperature during the simulations. All simulations used a timestep of ∆t = 1.0 fs.
To determine the effect of the long-range Ewald summation of the dispersion term on the liquid-vapor equilibrium properties of water, water molecules were randomly placed in a periodic, rectangular box. In all cases, the dimensions of the box in the directions parallel to the interface were equal: L x = L y = L , where L varied between 3.65 nm and 7.74 nm. For all simulations, the dimension perpendicular to the interface was L z = L ⊥ = 5.0 nm. The initial density in each box was ρ = 1.00 g cm −3 . For each different set of Lennard-Jones and electrostatic cutoffs, systems were allowed to equilibrate at 300 K or 400 K for 500 ps. The resulting configuration was then placed in a box with L z = L ⊥ = 15.0 nm, and allowed to equilibrate for 1 ns to establish the liquidvapor interface. Production runs of at least 1 ns then followed, with pressures measured every timestep and positions stored every 5 ps. With one exception, for the systems which included long-range summation of the Lennard-Jones dispersion term, the Ewald summation was also used for the electrostatic interactions. In such cases, the crossover radius for both the LJ and electrostatic interactions were identical. For the systems in which the Lennard-Jones potential was truncated, electrostatic interactions were calculated using the PPPM method. 8 The PPPM method yields results that are indistinguishable from Ewald summations (within simulation uncertainty), but have much faster running times for large systems. The root-mean-squared precision of the algorithm was on the order of 10 −3 . We showed in our previous paper that the interfacial properties of SPC/E water do not show a significant dependence on the accuracy of the k-space mesh, provided that the system is allowed to equilibrate sufficiently. In our previous studies of the surface tension of water models, 22 we found that k-space meshes of 5×5×20 through 20×20×80 yielded equivalent results. The PPPM simulations reported here used meshes of size 10 × 10 × 27; the Ewald summations used a total of 2046 vectors.
C. Surface tension and tail corrections
There are two primary methods used to compute the surface tension using molecular simulations. One approach, developed by Tolman 24 and refined by Kirkwood and Buff, 25 computes the surface tension as an integral of the difference between the normal and tangential pressures p ⊥ (z) and p (z):
where, in our geometry, p ⊥ (z) = p z (z), and p (z) = (p x (z) + p y (z))/2. Away from an interface, p ⊥ = p and the integrand vanishes. Therefore the nonzero contributions to the integral in Eq. (9) come from the interfacial region. In the case of an interface between two fluid phases, the integral in Eq. (9) can be replaced with an ensemble average of the difference between the normal and tangential pressures:
The outer factor of 1/2 in Eq. (10) accounts for the presence of two liquid-vapor interfaces.
As discussed above, the surface tension measured by simulations, γ sim , tends to be lower than the experimentally-measured surface tension. Improved agreement with experimental data by incorporating the tail correction, γ tail :
where γ tail can be determined from 19, 20 
dr ds dz. (11) In Eq. 11, U (r) is the pairwise potential, g (r) is the radial distribution function, ρ (z) is the observed interfacial profile, and ρ G (z) is a Gibbs dividing surface:
Eq. 11 represents the contribution to the stress from the region r ≥ r c which is not captured by simulation; the term containing the product of densities is an approximation for the true pair density ρ (2) required by the Kirkwood-Buff theory. 25 Following our earlier work on tail corrections in the surface tension of water models, we fit the density profile to an error function profile to simplify the calculations.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Lennard-Jones fluid
Surface tensions at interfaces in two-phase systems are sensitive to long-range interactions, even when simple Lennard-Jones interactions are concerned. This phenomenon becomes especially pronounced close to the critical point, where large fluctuations in density dominate.
The interfacial properties of the various LJ simulations are collected in Table I . The effects of using a short cutoff are immediately apparent from this table and Figure  2 : at all temperatures studied, there is a significant difference between the calculated densities ρ * , pressure p * ,
FIG. 2:
Temperature dependence of the surface tension for a monomeric Lennard-Jones fluid at coexistence with cutoff rc = 2.5σ (square), 5.0σ (triangle), 7.5σ (diamond) and Ewald summation crossover r k c = 5.0σ (star; overlaps with cutoff rc = 7.5σ data). Lines are added as a guide to the eye. Reported surface tensions calculated by means of using a cutoff include tail corrections.
and surface tension γ * = γσ 2 / observed for a cutoff of r c = 2.5σ and cutoffs of r c = 5.0σ or r c = 7.5σ. The liquid density of the r c = 2.5σ simulation is statistically lower than the liquid densities at larger cutoffs; the vapor density is likewise statistically higher. The relative disagreement increases in size with increasing temperature, as can be seen in comparing the density plots of the r c = 2.5σ and r c = 7.5σ simulations for T * = 0.70 and T * = 1.10, as shown in Figure 3 . The interfacial region is much broader for the smaller cutoff, indicating that the system is near its critical temperature T * crit . Literature confirms this observation: the critical temperature of Lennard-Jones fluids is approximately T * crit ≈ 1.188 26 for r c = 2.5σ, which represents about an 11 percent decrease in the critical temperature when compared to T * crit ≈ 1.316 for r c approaching infinity.
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Measured densities for Ewald dispersion simulations vary by not more than 2 percent for the liquid phase and 9 percent for the gas phase. Furthermore, good agreement is observed between densities of simulations using cutoffs of r c = 7.5σ and corresponding densities obtained from Ewald dispersion simulations with r k c = 5.0σ. Similar trends exist in the surface tension γ * . Simulations using a cutoff yield surface tensions that at each temperature increase with the cutoff r c . As the temperature increases, the observed values of γ * tend towards zero, which is another indicator that truncating the cutoff induces a lower critical temperature.
For simulations using Ewald summations, differences due to changes in crossover radii are much smaller. In fact, for T * = 0.85 and T * = 1.10, there is essentially no difference between the values of γ * for crossover radii of 4.0σ and 5.0σ; the results are identical within the uncertainty of the calculation.
Mecke et al. 28 confirm our results when implicitly adding self-adjusting localized long-range corrections during simulation using on-the-fly density distributions instead of long-range correction through Ewald summations. Their method requires a priori knowledge of the spatial distribution of the phases and breaks down for three dimensional phase distributions. Application of Ewald dispersion summations circumvents this requirement and is applicable to any type of phase distribution.
B. SPC/E Water
Our results for the water simulations are collected in Table II . The most obvious difference between the results for Lennard-Jones fluids and those obtained for water is the difference in the relatively small importance of adding the long-range Lennard-Jones corrections to the potential for water.
We examined a number of different systems to analyze the effects of the r −6 dispersion term, comparing systems with a cutoff to systems using Ewald summation for the dispersion sum. We first examined systems with uniform size and electrostatic crossover r k c = 10Å; no clear trend was evident. Keeping L x fixed while increasing both cut- offs uniformly likewise yielded no systematic behavior. Increasing r c and r k c while keeping the ratio L x /r c constant shows the expected increase in surface tension γ sim with increasing cutoff. For the corresponding Ewald simulations, the surface tension γ sim shows a much smaller variance with respect to changes in crossover r k c and system size. Examining the overall surface tension, which incorporates the tail correction γ tail , we find that there is significantly greater variations in the simulations incorporating tail corrections for the r −6 term than those using Ewald summations for the long-range interactions.
At 300 K, Ewald summation of the dispersion interaction yields a significantly improved estimate of the liquidphase density ρ liq , particularly as the crossover distance r k c increases. By contrast, at 400 K, even for a cutoff of r c = r k c = 16Å, the disagreement between the simulation and experimental densities is approximately 3 percent, which reflects the disagreement of the commonly used nonpolarizable water models with experimental results at temperatures well above 300 K. 29, 30 However, differences between experimental and simulation results are significantly smaller when using Ewald summation than when employing a cutoff.
Comparing the total surface tensions γ to the experimental results, however, we find that there is still a significant discrepancy between the two sets of measurements. Although the inclusion of the long-range corrections yields an improved estimate compared to our previous work comparing the surface tensions of three-and four-point water models, 22 the simulated surface tensions are still underestimated by approximately 10 to 15 percent. These results suggest that the SPC/E water model is incapable of accurately modeling interfacial properties, particularly at temperatures away from 300 K (the temperature at which the model was parametrized).
The relatively poor performance of the SPC/E water model may be an artifact of its original derivation, as the model is designed to perform well as bulk liquid, but is known to perform poorly when considering the vapor phase as a result of its dipole moment, which is significantly larger than its experimental value. Such problems may be inherent to most non-polarizable models, which include most of the commonly used three-and four-point models;
22 polarizable models should perform better due to their adaptive nature. However, our choice of the SPC/E water model was driven by its simplicity and the desire to illustrate the effects of a charged system on the performance of long-range dispersion summations.
V. ALGORITHMIC PERFORMANCE
While Ewald summations are the standard method for handling long-range forces in Monte Carlo simulations, for molecular dynamics simulations, Ewald summations are practical only for a relatively small numbers of particles. Pollock and Glosli 15 have shown that for systems containing roughly 1000 particles or more, PPPM simulations outperform simulations that use explicit Ewald summation. To reduce computational complexity, molecular dynamics simulations typically implement Fourier transform methods using meshes, such as the particleparticle particle-mesh (PPPM) method introduced by Hockney and Eastwood. 8 The PPPM method replaces the exact evaluation of the long-range interactions with an approximate treatment through the use of the fast Fourier transform over a discretized mesh. This change reduces the complexity of computing the forces from O(N 2 ) to O(N log N ) per time step.
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Besides the number of particles, the computational performance of Ewald summations also depends on the number of k-space vectors, which is derived from the chosen precision and crossover radius. We compare performance of Ewald summations to cutoff simulations in two ways, using timing data reported in Table III . Comparisons between two simulations with equal number of particles and equal cutoff and crossover radius shows that Ewald summations are typically 2 1 2 to 3 times slower. However, the primary objective is to obtain results which approximate those that can be obtained without using a cutoff: we find simulations of 4000 particles with a crossover radius of 5.0σ have the same accuracy as simulations of 16000 particles with a cutoff radius of r c = 7.5σ. The timing comparison in this case shows that Ewald summations are about 1 1 2 times faster. Ewald summations have the added benefit of negating the need for post-processing of tail corrections. This leads us to conclude that, regarding performance and accuracy, Ewald dispersion summations of Lennard-Jones simulations are preferable to using cutoffs combined with tail corrections.
Although for smaller systems, Ewald summations are more efficient than mesh methods, as system size increases, which method is preferred can depend upon architecture-and problem-specific factors. This becomes even more evident when one considers problems also including Coulombic interactions, as is the case with water, as shown in Table IV , which shows running times for a system of 6600 atoms on four processors. The fastest running time for the Ewald simulations (357.0 ms) is significantly slower than the slowest running time for the PPPM simulation (308.6 ms), which uses a substantially larger cutoff radius (16Å versus 12Å). It should be noted, however, that only temperatures well below the critical temperature were studied. In general, we find that the PPPM simulation running time is dependent on the larger of the LJ cutoff and the crossover radius, while selection of an optimal Ewald crossover is complicated by the existence of an optimal crossover radius. The slower execution of the Ewald algorithm, however, does not lead to a major improvement in accuracy: the difference between the surface tensions for the PPPM algorithm with tail correction and the Ewald algorithm for the various systems is roughly 1 percent. Incorporation of the long-range dispersion interactions into a PPPM or other mesh-based formulation will be desirable for large systems.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Simulated data shows the importance of long-range effects on pressure, density, and surface tension at all tem- peratures, but especially close to the critical point. For simulations of a homogeneous bulk system, cutting off the dispersion term at r c is sufficient provided that the pair correlation function g(r) for r > r c is close to 1.0. In this case, the forces for distances r > r c cancel, and the contributions to the pressure and energy for r > r c can be easily accounted. However, for two-phase systems such as those studided here, cutting off the dispersion contribution to the pair potential have strong effects on the properties of the system. Part of the missing contribution to the surface tension can be included by using tail corrections, but since truncating the potential at r c can have a strong effect on the liquid and vapor densities, particularly near the critical point, inclusion of the tail correction for the surface tension only accounts for part of the missing contribution. This supports the notion that description of long-range effects by means of Ewald summation is preferential close to the critical point. The long-range effects become less pronounced when further removed from the critical point. Comparison between the Lennard-Jones fluid and water results show that the importance of long-range dispersion effects become less pronounced when stronger contributions, such as Coulombic terms, are included. In this case, the latter is the dominant contribution, while the former plays a secondary role.
